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ABSTRACT
Programming languages have one essential advantage over
modeling languages: they have a well-defined and understood mechanism for composition that comes along with a
good encapsulation of internal details. This is essential when
large and complex systems need to be developed. In this
extended abstract we discuss the problems of composition
techniques for models and compare them to the composition of program components.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.6 [Simulation and Modeling]: Model Development, Modeling Methodologies, Model Languages

General Terms

component (resp. class or module) that has an explicit interface and an encapsulated implementation and the artifact
(i.e. file) that contains that component. While we logically
compose the components, the tools de facto compose the artifacts. Furthermore, the composition is not executed on the
sources, but very late on the compiled binaries. So composition remains a logical form of combining components that
consistently maps to the late binding of the binaries. As
a consequence compilers can incrementally recompile from
changed sources, without touching the whole project. That
way compilers are efficient enough to actually allow Agile
Methods like XP [2] and Scrum [12].
So what is different in the modeling domain? Indeed we
have quite a number of differences:

Design, Languages
• We do not deal with a single form of model, instead
we have heterogenous, composed languages, such as the
UML, because modeling uses various viewpoints for
specific kinds of information. These viewpoints are
not capable of describing all aspects of the system.
Heterogeneity is a natural consequence.
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1.

CURRENT SITUATION

Composition mechanisms and in particular the possibility to
decompose a system into smaller components for independent development is an essential capability that today’s programming languages –like Java– provide. Modularity and
composition mechanisms are essential for the ability to develop large, complex systems in distributed teams and in
parallel [11]. They allow to reuse components from libraries
and they are the basis for efficient, incremental compilation,
generation and also many forms of analysis.

• Some of the modeling languages do have a notion of interface. For example state machines typically provide
input and output as an interface, while states remain
locally encapsulated. Other modeling languages, such
as class diagrams, do not provide a useful notion of
interface for the diagram at all. The idea of interfaces
is not very elaborated in the modeling domain. It is
also important to distinguish between the interface of a
model and the interface of the elements that the model
describes. This can be easily mixed up, for example in
class diagrams.

It is interesting to analyze how programming languages deal
with composition. Formally, composition is a mechanism
that takes two given artifacts A, B and composes them
based on their interfaces, but encapsulates all internals not
visible in the interface. This is a core principle of object
orientation as well as of function theory. In programming
languages we have an important coincidence between the

• Current modeling tool infrastructures try to load and
manage all models in their space at the same time.
This scales up only to a certain extent and makes modeling tools very slow, such that agile development is not
possible anymore. Incremental development does not
play a major role as late binding of generated code is
not applied.
• The classical notion of artifact is not very present in
the modeling domain, as many tools only deal with one
big model that they store in the database. As model
elements are connected very much, it is impossible to
develop reusable, independent modeling artifacts and
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libraries. Model libraries with reusable assets only exist, if interfaces of models and references to these interfaces become part of the modeling language.

As an aside it is necessary to clarify whether composition
is commutative (A ⊗ B = B ⊗ A) and associative (order is
irrelevant in A ⊗ B ⊗ C). That means we do not have to
explicitly determine the order of composition, but can leave
this open to generators and compilers.

• Reuse of models is only in its infancy. First approaches
to collect models like ReMoDD [1] experience problems
of reuse because of missing techniques to incorporate
foreign models, but also due to a lack of a standard for
model interchange between tools.

2.1

These are major inhibitors that have not allowed us to come
up with solid and generally accepted notion of composition
for models and modeling languages so far. Instead a number
of approaches have suggested to use techniques like model
weaving and merging [4, 7], which are well known from aspect oriented programming, but disregard the idea of encapsulation.

It is then also quite common to allow the user to read and
modify the composed model C. This is actually a bad idea,
as the original models are then out of sync and can never be
adapted and reused again. This is quite similar to allowing
programmers to adapt object code.

However, as we see more and more projects using modeling
technologies, it is time to actually refine and enhance composition concepts on the modeling languages that we will
use in the future. In the remainder of this paper, we therefore classify a number of questions needed to be handled to
achieve model composition and take a look at the notion of
interface.

2.

Syntactic Composition

Syntactic composition is usually applied, when A and B are
used as views and are syntactically integrated and woven
together to come up with a complete model C. As a consequence a tooling infrastructure even the smallest change of a
single model element in one of the views leads to a complete
re-generation and thus takes an unnecessary long time.

2.2

Semantic Composition

Semantics as understood in [6] deals with the question, what
a composed model means by deriving that from the semantics of the composition operator and the semantics of the
individual models. Thus having a semantics for the composition allows us to uniquely understand what the result of a
composition is. Different tool vendors can then implement
their own, optimized, but semantically equivalent versions
of the composition.

FORMS OF MODEL COMPOSITION

Composition is an often used term in Computer Science. It
dates back to mathematical function composition and was
reinterpreted by object composition that basically deals with
data structures and also data type composition as a combination of both in the abstract data type domain.

Please note that semantic composition does not mean that
the composition is implemented exactly that way. Instead it
is used to understand, but not having to explicitly execute
the composition.

we define model composition as the derivation of a model
C = A⊗B from two base models A and B using an appropriate composition operator ⊗. A core element of composition
is the existence of two artifacts A, B with a sound meaning, precisely defined interfaces and internals that are not
to be exhibited to the outside. The composition C = A ⊗ B
glues both artifacts together on their common interfaces,
such that they have a combined meaning.

2.3

Methodical Composition

Composition of individual components is actually mainly
about being able to decompose the overall problem statements early in the development process. It is important to
be able to do the decomposition of the requirements during
the process in a robust and stable way such that the resulting composition of solutions does what is desired. Among
others, coherence and decoupling guidelines play a role.

We can distinguish between the following forms of composition and the questions they try to tackle:

2.4

Organizational Composition

When it is clear how to decompose a (not yet developed)
model, we should then be able to organize our team and
project in such a way that the decomposed components can
be developed independently, but ideally with a continuous
integration process behind. Agile methods show how that
works using early testing. Modeling technologies can add
early analysis and consistency checks.

Syntactic composition:
How does A ⊗ B actually look like?
Semantic composition:
What does A ⊗ B mean?
Methodical composition:
How to develop the models A and B such that the
resulting composition conforms to the desired requirements?

2.5

Technical Composition

When we know what composition actually means and when
we are able to refine our modeling languages in such a way
that interfaces become an intrinsic part of the models, then
we should be able to delay the composition of solution models after code respectively tests are generated.

Organizational composition:
How to decompose the development tasks into parallel
jobs for A and B when in a large team?.
Technical composition:
Is incremental, artifact-individual compilation and late
binding of the code from A and B possible?

This does not only create a tremendous speed up, as small
changes than just lead to small re-generations. It also allows
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us to come up with pre-compiled code from model libraries
that can be used without the need to access to the source
models. This was a major breakthrough for programming
languages and is essential for further success of modeling
technologies.

language. A more general mechanism of interface with different kinds of names is necessary and realized in MontiCore
[10, 9, 8].
For heterogeneous languages we need mappings between the
interfaces, as it may be that special kinds of elements are
exported by one language, but unknown by another. A good
example for this is the kind ”state” in state machines that
does not exist in Java. But we also need to be aware that this
form of composition using mappings between the interfaces
of heterogeneous languages is not necessarily unique. For
example language variability [5, 3] allows us to map state
T to programming constructs such as a constant T of an
enumeration, or into a class with the same name as indicated
by the state pattern or a method isinT() to check the status.
In OCL state T needs no mapping as OCL is state-aware
though built-in function oclIsInState().

One particular problem to be solved is the lack of coincidence
between the artifacts’ name and place in the directory versus
the name of the components described in the artifacts.

3.

LANGUAGE COMPOSITION VERSUS
MODEL COMPOSITION

Above we strongly argue that model composition does not
mean to execute the composition on an syntactic level.
This is different, when we take heterogeneous languages into
consideration. In modeling it is often the case that even if an
artifact belongs to one modeling language, such as a class
diagram or a statechart, we find embedded elements from
other modeling languages, such as OCL expressions, code
statements and others.

5.

We do not regard this to be model composition in a strict
form, as there are neither a composition operator nor have
the sub-artifacts ever been developed independently. Instead we see a single model artifact belongs to a composed
language.

Composition influences how languages will look like. This
might lead to an enhanced version of the UML as well as
improved tooling infrastructures for the UML and domain
specific languages.

A modeling language composition is a combination of sublanguages into one complete language, where the individual
sub-artefacts adhere to their sub-languages and the complete
artefact derives its syntax and semantics from the composed
sub-languages [13].
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SUMMARY
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